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If you want to keep ahead of the pack and have the world at your fingertips, then these are the
mobile phones that should be on your 2010 wishlist

  

1. The HTC HD2 – Android phones are the way forward and HTC’s Android phones are more
than ‘quietly brilliant’; the brand has won the award for Best Mobile Handset or Device at this
year’s Global Mobile Awards (HTC Hero). We love them all but people are grabbing the HTC
HD2 with its impressive 4.3-inch pixel-packed display, the world’s first capacitive touch
technology on a Windows phone, and all the essentials like mail, calendar, messaging, camera
and instant wherever-you-are wi-fi and browser perfected, to name a small few of its myriad
perks. It really lives up to what its three core principles suggests – ‘make it mine, stay close, and
discover the unexpected’. AED 3,299.
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2. The BlackBerry Bold 9700 – The latest offering of BlackBerry boasts a high resolution displaywith over 65,000 colours, a trackpad navigation system based on laptop design, sharp videoand sound with up to 35 hours music playback time, expandable memory, a 3.2 MP camera,and a speedy 3G network connection. Described as ‘the pinnacle of the traditional BlackberrySmartphone experience’, this should be on your tech wishlist 2010.        3. The iPhone 3GS – Pair your music with your contacts and your photos with your videos. It’sall on offer with this phone – the fastest, most powerful iPhone yet. We particularly love theVoice Control feature because we don’t have to jab at the screen all the time when we want toplay our favourite song or call our best friend to gossip – all we have to do is ask. AED 3,333(32GB).  
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